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ABSTRACT

Vårväderstorget is the main square of Södra 
Biskopsgården, a housing district in Gothenburg, 
developed during the late 50’s. The square, and many 

-
ential modernist architect Helge Zimdal. 

The square is today often described as a bit boring but 
homey. No bigger renovation has been done since 1990 
and the biggest change the last years has been a gradu-
ally decreasing service level. Still it is an appreciated 
service and meeting point and has relatively many visi-
tors each day. At night the area is partly perceived as 
unsafe. 

Our project aim is to strengthen the identity of the city 
district by emphasising the square as the “face of the 
area”. 
  
As a guide for our work we have chosen three desirable 
aspects based on our interpretation of Helge Zimdals 
original ideas. Our aim is to achieve: 

The social square 
The functional square 

and 
The enjoyable square. 

Our aims The original ideas

“Functional, social 
and... 

Italian!”

Modernist ideals did not only shape the 
houses surrounding the square. It also 
formed the structure of the streets with 

tram line is lifted up on a bridge at the 

accidents.

The functional square

Södra Biskopsgården was planned as a 
so called “social neighbourhood unit” 
– a small town whithin the big city. The 
square was given an essential role as a 
social meeting place.

The social square

Helge Zimdal frequently went to Italy for 
vacation. He appreciated the lively, Ital-
ian squares. And one particular square in 
Toscana is said to have been the inspira-
tion when he designed the terraces of 
Vårväderstorget. 

The enjoyable square

Helge Zimdal at his drawing table
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BACKGROUND
SÖDRA BISKOPSGÅRDEN

Location
The square is the centre of the housing area Södra 
Biskopsgården which has 7 070 inhabitants and is a part 
of a bigger  city district in Gothenburg – Biskopsgården. 
Södra Biskopsgården is located on a hill and many of 
the houses have beautiful views to the city centre or 
over the harbour.

Geographically the housing area has a relatively cen-
tral location. With the tram it is possible to reach the  
city centre in about 15 minutes. At the same time the 
area is cut off from its surroundings. Access to the 

areas and a freeway. To the west the natural reserve 

Biskopsgården

Centre
Södra 
Biskops-
gården

Göteborg Street pattern

Industry

Multi family 
houses

Single family 
houses

New housing 
areas

Södra Biskopsgården

Svarte Mosse
Natural reserve

recreation possibilities but is at the same time contrib-
uting to the isolation. By the water to southeast a new, 
relatively exclusive, housing area has been built in the 
former shipping yards. In between lies a low-density 
residential district with single-family houses. These 
areas are disconnected from Södra Biskopsgården by a 
large road and a considerable height difference.

To the north there is more housing with a similar char-
acter as in Södra Biskopsgården. The tram lines and 
most streets are ending within the area. There is little 

-
port connections to other city districts, apart from the 
city centre, are poor. At the same time 90 % of the work-
ing population work outside of the city district wich is 
mainly residential. 

to be built in the city district. Most of the houses are 
planned according to the “neighbourhood unit-prin-

minor and one larger local square. Vårväderstorget is 
the larger of these two and the centre for the entire area. 
Within Södra Biskopsgården the houses are arranged 
into smaller groups with different character. (See map 
on page 8.) The streets and the houses follow the lines 
in the topography.

High way 
tunnel
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Today Södra Biskopsgården is being renovated 
and new single family houses are built.

TODAY

The Swedish workforce-immigration ended. 
Instead relatives and refugees could get a new 
citizenship.

THE 80’S & 90’S

Södra Biskopsgården was considered very 
modern and forward looking when it was built. 
A housing exhibition in 1958 attracted 50 000 visi-
tors.

THE 50’S

Ganny!

1973

The oil prices suddenly doubled which hit the 
harbour industry hard. Many found it hard to get 
new jobs. The number of inhabitants in Gothen-
burg sunk.

1973
They told us 
to go home

During the 60’s the average income level 
increased and many families left their apart-
ments for bigger ones. The area got a more 
distinct working class character.

THE 60’S I want my own 
room!

BREIF HISTORY
OF THE HOUSING AREA
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The square

7-9 story slab houses

Tower houses

Row houses

Examples of house topology Approximately 85 % of the 
houses are rental apart-
ments 10 % are housing 
cooperate owned apart-
ments and 5 % are private 
row houses. 
 When Södra Biskopsgården was newly built it was very 

popular and rather fashionable. A housing exhibition 

working class areas Lindholmen and Brämaregården 
moved in to the modern and affordable apartments 
together with municipal commissioners, authors and 
professors.   

The economical development in Sweden was rapid at 
the time. As income increased people demanded bigger 
apartments. Many of the families who moved to Södra 
Biskopsgården in the late 50’s chose to move again to 
bigger apartments in the 60’s and 70’s. At the same 
time large parts of the old wooden working class hous-
ing in the inner city were “sanitized” – i.e. demolished.   
The area got a more distinct working class character. 
At the same time a large number of people moved to 
the city from the countryside and from abroad to work 
in the shipping industry and found apartments in the 
housing area nearby. Therefore the area was severely 
affected when the oil crisis 1973 forced the three big 
shipyards into bankruptcy and the demand for work 
force dramatically sunk. Many people lost their jobs 
and some never got back into work again.
   
Today two housing companies – one municipal and one 
private company – own about half of the houses each. 

The housing area

Average income

Born abroad Families with economical support

UnemploymentHigher education

Statistics

Some of the people we talked to described a previous 
feeling of living in an area that is forgotten and never 
prioritised. Since a couple of years the municipal hous-
ing company has done large-scale renovations. The 
changes have been appreciated but at the same there 

the tenants in the privately owned houses, which are 
also going to be renovated. 

In the municipal development strategy plan seven areas 

family houses and the target group has a substantially 
higher average income than the area has today.
 
The city district Biskopsgården suffers from a negative 
media image and has a relatively bad reputation in the 
rest of the city. A number of crimes of violence the last 
years attracted a lot of attention. One reason that these 
negative pictures can have such a big impact might be 
that alternative pictures – for instance the picture of 
a calm housing area close to nature – seldom reaches 
the ones who do not live or know someone living in the 
area.

CHARACTERISTICS
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VÅRVÄDERSTORGET

Pedestrian movements and move-
ment-obsitcles

Pedestrian area
Streets and 
parking

Vårväderstorget is a rather large, stretched square 
(140 meter long) divided into three terraced levels. The 

buildings that are shifted to the sides on the two lower 
levels so that the square opens up to the sun and a small 
park in the southwest. The main entrance is connected 
to a tram stop on a bridge just north of the narrowest 
part of the square. Quite a lot of people cross the square 
on their way to the tram. There is a very clear pattern 
of movement along the façades of the buildings. One 
effect of this is that the two lower square-surfaces get 
a bit empty. 

The square

We have often got 
the description of 
Vårväderstorget 
as a bit boring 
but homey. No 
renovation has 
been done since 
1990 and the big-
gest change the 
last years has 
been a gradually 
decreasing ser-
vice level. Still it 
is an appreciated 
service and meet-
ing point and has 
relatively many 
visitors each day. 
At night the area 
is partly per-
ceived as unsafe. 

-
rounded by over sized streets and parking areas. In 
the 50‘s cars were prioritized in city planning but also 
seen as a big threat to pedestrians. The parking areas 
are used as a buffer zone and enable a car free, calm 
square in the middle. On the other hand this makes the 
square “turn its back” to everyone approaching it from 
the east, north or west.
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THE ORIGINAL IDEAS
THE NEIGHBOURHOOD UNIT

“town in the big 
city“ with a strong 
feeling of commu-
nity. This was seen 
as a democratic 
and social way of 
housing.

-
nal design of the 
Swedish neigh-
bourhood units the 
squares were given 

Intention

Origin of the idea Implementation

Today

During the Second World War, in the 40’s, many Swed-
ish architects and city planners were worried about 
the European development and asked themselves what 
the big, industrialized cities “did to its inhabitants”. In 
Sweden they saw that people in big cities were lonelier, 
committed more crimes and that fewer children were 
born than in small towns.  

To avoid this the city planners borrowed many ideas 
from, among others, the British garden city movement. 

The housing area was organised around the square as 

of the city. The square provided the surrounding neigh-
bourhood a big variety of service. 

The earliest plans show a larger, separate community 

was replaced with an integrated, smaller house in the 

The square is built at a time when housewives went 
down to the local square each day to buy fresh grocery 
for the dinner. A lot has changed since then and the 
small local squares all over Sweden have a hard time 
surviving the competition with the constantly grow-
ing number of large shopping centres. New technology 
also makes it possible for people to shop, communicate 
and socialize without being tied to a physical place. It 
might be relevant to ask if the square still has a func-
tion today. 

Our answer is that we believe that the local squares 
have a quite important role to play. Small neighbour-
hood squares offer a possibility for different groups 
to meet in a more intimate condition than in the city 
centre or the shopping mall. 

When we visited the square we saw many people, who 
did not seem to have any closer relationship, greeting 
each other. The undemanding contact that occur from 
just being at the same place as people you recognize 
from your housing area might encourage tolerance 
between groups and is said to support the feeling that 
you belong to a society. One should also not neglect 
the necessity of open, centrally located, public space to 
arrange public events and political manifestations. 

an important role as a democratic meeting point. Espe-
cially in the early examples the squares hosts a large 
variety of shops and just as many non-commercial facil-
ities such as libraries, community buildings and spaces 

restaurants, cafés, theatres and cinemas at the square 
although the neighbourhood units were not very big. 
The social and cultural institutions were seen as essen-
tial in order to encourage an active, more democratic 
society. In the late 50´s and 60’s the squares became 
more oriented towards shopping. The housing units 
also got bigger. 

the unit. The idea was that you should not be forced to 
leave the neighbourhood in your daily life.
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THE FUNCTIONAL SQUARE

Origin of the idea
Around 1930 more than one third of the Swedish pop-
ulation lived more than four persons per single room 
and kitchen. The sanitary conditions were inadequate. 
A majority of the houses lacked tap water and water 
closets. The government feared epidemic diseases and 

time housing issues became a big national concern. The 
aim was to create good living conditions for the masses.

After the Second World War a multitude of housing 
construction was initiated  – subsidised by the govern-
ment. The programme culminated between 1965 and 
-75 in what would later be called the Million homes pro-

by CIAM – Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture 
Moderne (the international Congress for modern 
architecture 1928-1959) The politicians talked about 
social engineering, i.e. looking at society as a mechani-
cal system. In order to optimize the process rational 
building solutions and large scale standardisation was 
developed. 

Today

Original intention

Negative effects

The physical form of the square itself is relatively well 
functioning today. It needs to be more easily accessible 
for people who, for various reasons, can’t walk in stairs 
and it has to be livelier after opening hours in order to 
feel safer. More things could be done, as to renovate 
the façades or to think about what businesses are best 
suited, but we have chosen not do go into these issues 
in detail in our design proposal. Instead we focus on 
the square in relation to its surroundings.

-

divide into dead-end branches leading to the recid-
ential areas. And maximise rationality by separating 
functions.

The physical separation of the city district from the 
rest of the city contributes to a social segregation. 

The square also lies like an isolated island inbetween 

while the backsides of the buildings and the entranc-
es to the square not are as inviting as they could be. 
After shopping hours there are no funktion nor liveli-
ness on the square. The area under the bridge does not 
feel welcoming. It is very hard for people with strollers, 
walking frames and wheelchairs to get from one level 
of the square to an other. 

Passage to the square under the tram bridge.
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THE ENJOYABLE SQUARE

Origin of the idea

Implementation

Today

Helge Zimdal was a devoted traveller and one country 
he returned to several times was Italy. Multiple sources 
mention that his foundness of the vivid Italian piazzas 

-
races facing the sun in southwest. 

One source indicates that Zimdal might have been 

Italy. The three levels of the square also resemble a 
renaissance garden. 

Traditional squares in old towns are often “city blocks”, 
in connection to major roads in the street-grid, that is 
“taken out” so that an open space is created where there 
usually is houses. In the middle age Italian towns this 
offers a special experience – you leave the often narrow 
streets and step out in an open but yet reviewable room. 

The suburban square is located in a completely different 
context. Openness and air characterise the modernis-
tic city plan. You could call Vårväderstorget a urban 
square whithout an urban context. 

When the square was renovated in the 90’s the archi-

modern elements. One example are the “Florentine” 
arches by the library entrance. Swedish climate does 

also planed on couvering the square with a glass roof to 
create an indoor square.

The square was solely intended to be used by the resi-
dents in the area and opens up for pedestrians comming 
from the south. To all other directions it’s turning its 
back.

during daytime and after the shops opening hours.
 
Groups of youth are often seen as a problem in public 
space. Soon a new youth club will open in connection 
to the square. Our goal is to create space where the 
youth can feel welcome and where unpretentious, 
relaxed meetings can take place. A skateboard ramp 
and swings under the bridge could be a playful and 
welcoming framing for the square.

should offer possibilities for creative interaction and 
untidy but interesting qualities should not be forgotten 
when efforts are done to make the area safer. 

The original façades of the square
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PARTICIPATION

We also took part in a so-called safety walk on the even-
ing the 13th November. Seven women of different age 
living in the area, a municipal worker and a local police 

outdoor environment.

that one renovated area felt safer when the balconies 
where rebuilt and glazed and therefore more frequent-
ly used with the effect that “more eyes” were pointed on 
the streets and the courtyards. 

Main strategy

Safety walk

Our main strategy to gather opinions has been casual, 
improvised interviews with people we met on our wisits 
in the area. 

I miss the events that took place 
on the square before. There was 
concerts, markets and festivals.

I feel rather un-
safe at the tram 

stop on the 
square at night. I 
usually get of at 

the next stop and 
walk from there.

There is a big need of 
more activities for the 

youth in 
Biskopsgården.

On the evening the 28th of November we held a work-
shop for invited residents and stakeholders together 
with one other student group. We had 8 guests and the 
discussions focused on pedestrian movements in the 
area and on the outdoor environment. 

have worked out different strategies to tackle the feel-
ing of insecurity at night. Some choose longer, indirect 
ways from the tram stop to their homes after nightfall 
to avoid places they perceived as unsafe. There is no 
clear consensus about which places are safe and not 
but some were mentioned more often. These areas were 
often located in connection to the tram stops. The area 
under the bridge at Vårväderstorget was pointed out. 
As was the backsides of the houses and the area south 
of the lower part of the square.

There was a tendency from the residents to see the 
area directly next to the own home as safer and other 
housing areas close by as less safe. Generally people 
appreciate the square – especially the variety of shops.

Workshop
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SOCIAL SQUARE

FUNCTIONAL SQUARE

ENJOYABLE SQUARE

THE PROPOSAL
SUMMARY

To make sure that the square can have a function as 
a social meeting place, it should be easily accessible 
for everybody and not exclude anyone, due to physi-
cal barriers. New, shallow ramps and stairs between 
the terraces of the square will allow everybody to 
access all parts of the square and be part of the social 
life in the district. Although the square is located on 
a highly frequented tram-stop, it is still not very rec-
ognizable for arriving visitors. The entrances to the 

The idea about the social neighbourhood unit is a beau-
tiful thought about belonging and meaning in daily 
life. The reality today is a segregated city. We need to 
base our work on that reality and try to strengthen the 
integration between different city districts as well as 
to keep the original idea about a large amount of social 
services within the housing area. The community 

Our project aim is to strengthen the identity of the 
city district by emphasising the square as the “face 
of the area”. As a guide for our work we have cho-
sen three desirable aspects based on our interpre-
tation of Helge Zimdals original ideas. Our aim is to 
create: 

-
ceived as relaxed and safe. Therefore we focused on 
making the square and its surroundings more popu-
lated during the night-time. New housing on top of the 
existing buildings would contribute to a more constant 

and ears” in the area also contribute to the feeling of 
safety.

building could both provide the area with more space 
for the many active association who today don’t have a 
place to be, attract visitors from the surrounding areas 
and work as an informative, welcoming entrance and 
indoor square.

square are hidden and the backsides of the square are 
not very inviting for people passing by. By improving 
the surrounding, today mainly concrete surfaces for 
pedestrians and widening up the side-entrances to the 
square, it could become more visible and inviting for an 
occasional passer-by. New lively functions at the tram 
stop create a welcoming and friendly atmosphere and 
invite arriving visitors to explore the square.
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STILL EXISTING

SOCIAL

INSTITUTIONS

KEEP THEM !

CONNECT NEW 
FUNCTIONS TO IT

ADD A COMMUNITY 
HOUSE TO PROVIDE

SPACE FOR SOCIAL

ACTIVITIES

OFFER A STAGE AND 
STAIRS TO SIT ON AS 
A SPACE FOR PUBLIC 
EVENTS 

IMPROVE LIGHTING

ON THE SQUARE

AND UNDERNEATH THE

TRAM STOP

NEW 
YOUTH CLUB

SOCIAL IDENTITY 
GOT LOST OVER 
TIME

NO MORE EVENTS 
ON THE SQUARE

PROBLEM OF 
FEELING UNSAFE

ON THE SQUARE

SOCIAL SQUARE
Idea of Vårvaederstorget as the centre of  one 
“Neighbourhood unit”. The unit as a base for strong 
social networks and a source of democracy.

ANALYSIS

SHORT HISTORY

 STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES
PROPOSAL

-

-

-

+

+

New Youth 
Center

Pub 

Cafe

LibraryChurch

Playground

Folkhögskola

rks and a source of ddemocr

SSSSSSS

Existing public and social businesses, and 
the new youth club.

Vårväderstorget are located inbetween 
several different housing units in Södra 
Biskopsgården.

New youth center

Community house

Skateboard park

youth center

Comm

Ska

Stage

Benches New Social
functions

New youth center

Add new functions to increase vibrancy and to connect 

the new youth club with the square. 

      

Proposed community house with space for public service and associations activity to 
increase vibrancy and create a more welcoming entrance.  

In the south of the square a podium/stage can work as a target point to increase vibrancy 

Improve lighting under the tram bridge to make the entrance feel more safe and 
welcoming

7

The existing public services are kept and 
developed to make outdoor environment 
more inviting and lively. For example it 
could be swings or urban furniture on ac-

Outdoor environments could preferably be 
shaped in a collaboration with residents in 
the area.

9                            

8  

11

In the begining of the 50ies lots of municipal commissioners, authors and professors moved to 
Biskopsgården. When they left the area in the late 50ies and 60ies, Biskopsgården became a  
place for the  people who work in shipyards and other industries. By the time of the economical 
crash in the shipping industry in the late 70ies and early 80ies, many people lost their jobs and 
did never get back into work again. From the 80ies up to now immigrants from southern Europe, 
the Middle East and Africa are settling in the district.

AVERAGE INCOME                            HIGHER EDUCATION             ECONOMICALLY SUPPORTED FAMILIES           

 

BORN ABROAD                                UNEMPLOYEMENT

   

SITUATION TODAY

16
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SOCIAL SQUARE

MASTERPLAN

SOCIAL FEATURES
Improve existing public services by connecting 
them to new public functions.

A temporary podium that can be used both 
as a seating place and as a stage.

SPACE FOR EVENTS

New and more lighting sources. Vibrant lighted 
glass facades facing entrance.

IMPROVE THE LIGHTING

SITE PLAN 1:750 
500 10 20 30 40

7 8 9

10   

11   

17
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LOCATED ON A 
NODE

REVITALIZE AND 
IMPROVE TRAM STOP

MAKE ENTRANCES

VISIBLE AND INVITING

DEFINE SPACES

AND DESIGN FLOOR

SCAPE

INCREASE ACCESIBILITY 
WITH RAMPS

KEEP THEM TRAFFIC 
FREE AND EXTEND IT

ENTRANCES ARE

HIDDEN

UNDEFINED 
SPACES ON THE 
BACKSIDES

ACCESIBILITY WAS 
NOT CONSIDERED

TRAFFIC FREE

PUBLIC SPACES

AND COURTYARDS

FUNCTIONAL 
SQUARE

The square should be functional 
and accesible for all. 

ANALYSIS
 STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES
PROPOSAL

-

-

-

+

and a

S

A lack of accessability due to steep 
ramps and blocking columns.

The square is pedestrianized. There is a 
-

destrian areas.

The square is located at a node.

           Tram stop

Bus stop

Main entrance of 
Biskopsgården

Car-free Area

Steep ramp and pillars

Large unused asphalt areas

The square is free from cars

Unclear entrances to the square

4Making entrances visible and welcoming

Pedestrian areas

-
pand and incorporate them with 

crossings and by making streets less 

speed. 

Increase accessibility 
through wide and less 
steep ramps.

5clarify direction in to the square.

2
Increase accessibilty to the tram stop and create a vibrant and welcoming environment.

DEFINING SURFACES USING VARIOUS GROUND MATERIALSDDDDDDDDDDDDDEFINEFINEFINEFINEFINEEFEFIEFIFFIEFFINFIEFIEFINNFINEFINEFINEEFINEFINFFFIFINNNEEFINFIEFIEFINEFEFFIIINNFFIIEF INGINGINGINGNINGINGNNIN SURFSURFSSURFSURFSURFURFSURFRRSURFRS ACESACESACESAACESACESCESCESACESACESESACESSEEE USINUSINUSINSINUSINUSINUSINUSINUSINNNU NNNNGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG VARIVARIVARIVARVAVAVAVVVARVAVVAVVARVAVAVAVAVAVAVVVAVAARVAVVVAVAVARVAVAVVVVVAVVAVVAVVVVAAVAVAVVAVAVVAVAAAVVVVAVVAVVVAVAAAVVVVVAVVVAA OUSOUSOUSOUS GROUGROUGROUGROUOOOUUUUUUUUUOUOO NNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNNDDDDDDDDD MATEMATEMATMAAMATEMATEMATEMMATEEATTM RIALRIALRIALRIALRIALRIALR ALRIAA SSSSSSSSSS

+

3

6

1

18
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FUNCTIONAL SQUARE

MASTERPLAN

SITE PLAN 1:750 
500 10 20 30 40

2                  4             
Imrove accessibility at tram stop and 
connections to the square and the 
surrounding housing areas.  

CONNECTION

to a more pedestrian friendly area.  Parking will 
still be offered at backside but mostly in the new 
parkinghouse.

BACKSIDES 1                  3             

6                  
Improve accessibility on square by transforming the 
existing ramps and stairs so they are not so steep and 
wider. 

ACCESSIBILITY

5
Open up the entrances and make 
them more visible.

PASSAGES

19
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ADDING HOUSING INTO 
THE SQUARE TO CREATE 
A LIVELY ATMOSPHERE AT 
NIGHTS

VITALIZE THEM AND 
INCREASE ENJOYABILITY

TURN THEM INTO AN

ENJOYABLE ASSET

DENSIFYING THE STREET 
ACCORDING TO HUMAN 
SCALE

  

PROPOSAL

Residences on top of the buildings makes lively atmosphere at night 13

Improve and increase the comfort on public spaces under the tramline

12

Increase livebility on public spaces by improved lighting, new paving 
materials, raised ground level, seating and activity opportunities.

14                         

Designing stairs as a public furniture that invites people to stay and sit 
down while it lets good accessibility between the different levels on the 
square. 15 

-

16                     

STREET SECTION A-A 1:500

NO FUNCTIONS 
AFTER SHOPPING-
HOURS

SURROUNDING

SURFACES ARE

NOT EENJOYABLE

STAIRS AND 
TERRACES HAVE 
POTENTIAL

STREETSCALE

IS TOO BIG 
TO FEEL

COMFORTABLE

ENJOYABLE
SQUARE

Vårvaederstorget was intended as a 
vivid meeting place in the style of an 
italian piazza with sunfacing terraces 
and possibilitys to enjoy the outdoor 
space

ANALYSIS

FACADE ANALYSIS DAY /NIGHT

STREETSECTIONS

 STRENGTHS

WEAKNESSES

-

-

-

+

Analysis of facades in the daytime, at one o’clock.

Lively

Closed

Analysisysi ofo facaades des in t the dhe daytiaytime,me at oat one o cloclock.ck.

Analysis of facades in the evening, at nine o’clock.

A 
A 

Wide streets and big asphalt areas surrounding 
the square. 

Section A-A 1:500

Big unused spaces have 
potential to be used and 
developed.

20

Improve and increase the comfort on public spaces under the tramline
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ENJOYABLE SQUARE

MASTERPLAN

SITE PLAN 1:750 
500 10 20 30 40

Transform the stair by making them into 
a enjoyable public place instead of an 
obstacle.

STAIRS 15

New housing on top of the existing buildings on the 
square, to increase vibrancy through the whole 
day. 

HOUSING MODULES 13   

Expand with a building along the narrowed street to make the 
streetscape feel more pleasant. The building contains parking, 

DENSIFY ON OVERSCALED STREETS

Improve unused spaces and offer op-
portunities for new public functions and 
features.

UNUSED AREAS 12                  14

16

21 22

CRITICAL REFLECTION
AND CONCLUSION

Our assignment has been very open for interpretation. 
We were asked to analyse and come up with suitable 
ideas for how to develop the square. We soon reformu-
lated this into the aim that our proposed changes should 
aim to have positive social effects for the housing area. 
Like this our aim became quite general as well. During 
our work this was a challenge and we soon recognised 
that we had to let some things go. We tried to narrow 
our aim and concentrate on the major strengths and 

 
During the last year the city district of Biskopsgården, 
together with many other parts of the city, has been 

been frequently reported in local and national media. 
There is an on-going debate about segregation and 
racism in the city. Statistics over the area also show 

to often had complains and worries, but also a distin-
guished pride in their neighbourhood. A protest to the 
negative media picture is often expressed. 

We soon also realised that it is quite hard to get residents 
in the area involved in the process. This probably has 
multiple explanations but one aspect was mentioned 
more often. This was that even though the inhabitants 
described issues in the area at several times, nothing 
changed. Many residents were therefore tired of partic-
ipating. They could not see any real outcomes of it. We 
could not promise any implementation of our project 
and therefore it was hard to attract people to partici-
pate.
 
Together with our open task description, all this soon 
raised the question of what role architecture and city 
planning plays, and could play, in this complex situa-
tion. It is therefore important to be aware of the limits 
a student project often has. Moreover to be aware of 
what kind of impact architects and planners has on 
residents when presenting proposals and changes in 
the area.

Conclusion

Södra Biskopsgården is a housing area under transi-
tion through renovations and new constructions. As the 
centre of the area, the square could have an essential 
role in enhancing the contact between residents and to 
support the social environment. Vårväderstorget also 
has a key position as the gate to the entire city district. 
Maybe, if the square became more active, it could attract 
people from other parts of the city who do not go there 
today. This could in its turn be a counterforce to battle 
the negative picture of the area and the social segre-
gation. A more lively atmosphere and more visitors at 
Vårväderstorget could also strengthen its commercial 
function and enable smaller businesses to withstand 
the competition of big companies. To also avoid social 
segregation within the district, by new constructions of 
raised standards, it is important to consider the already 
existing social networks and neighbourhoods and try to 
develop a coherent district, instead of separated with 
unconnected units. New constructions could also add 
on to existing urban structures and strengthen their 
identity and function, instead of becoming a competi-
tive part.
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APPENDIX 1
PHOTOS

Backside of the grocery store and wide road

Parking on the east backside

Passage under the tram bridge The west entrance




